WHAT’S NEW

Daplie’s Cloud
Personal In-Home Server

DAPLIE has introduced the world’s first in-home server for everyone — the “Cloud”. This is a physical device that is very simple to set up and use. The Cloud has been designed to be “Plug & Play”. Cloud helps to protect, share, and stream your entire digital library from anywhere in the world. The Cloud provides stackable storage with no monthly payments.

daplie.com

Olive
An Affordable Hearing Aid

OLIVE is the next generation hearing aid that uses a smart sound algorithm and Bluetooth technology. It is aimed at solving the two most concerning issues in hearing impairment today: cost and social perception, and to change the paradigm of hearing. It is functional and elegant with a product architecture that optimizes the battery power, efficiency, and function.

indiegogo.com

360° Rotating photography
with Orbot

CANADIAN-based InnoTechnix has developed Orbot which is a computerised 360 degree rotating photographic turntable. This can hold 400 lbs. Because of its computer-controlled and smooth creation, it is an important tool for a wide range of uses, including photographers, videographers, 3D Imagers, Web animations and trade shows.

geeky-gadgets.com
The “Augmented Reality” colouring book app developed by Disney Research can make characters jump from the page in 3-D glory. On the book page a kid normally colours a character, while a tablet or mobile phone running the application monitors the drawing. On the basis of the kid’s colouring, the application fills in the colours in real-time on an animated 3-D version which is visible on the device’s screen and integrated into the video.

A window-cleaning robot called WINBOT-68 consists of two smart units to clean inside and outside of a window at the same time. Two units attracted by strong magnets, preventing the robot falling from the window even while no electric power provided. WINBOT-68 has powerful processors to compute the cleaning path, to distinguish the edges of the window by infrared light, to clean the whole window automatically. It is convenient and Eco-friendly.